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A new controller to reduce the load fluctuations generated by consumers operating in marine power
systems is proposed. The controller redistributes the power from consumers that generate load fluctua-
tions to thrusters that compensate for fluctuations. This provides a cancellation of load disturbances
sensed by generators. The effectiveness of the proposed controller is demonstrated through simulation
studies on a supply vessel power plant, using the SIMULINK/MATLAB software package. The simulation
results show that the controller contributes significantly toward improving the network stability and the
dynamic behavior of the system under a wide range of operating and weather conditions. This results in
increased operational safety of the vessel, extended equipment life, and reduced fuel consumption, ex-
haust gas emissions, and maintenance costs on the engines.
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1. Introduction

ELECTRIC propulsion has become a standard for a range of
ship types including advanced offshore vessels, cruise ves-
sels, and naval ships. In these systems, propellers, pods, and
thrusters for the main propulsion and maneuvering are elec-
trically driven, drawing the power from the power network.
The power is supplied from generators driven by diesel en-
gines, gas engines, and/or gas/steam turbines. In a power
plant with electric propulsion, the power generation will con-
sist of multiple engines, where the number of running aggre-
gates can be selected to have an optimum loading of each
engine (Lauvdal & Ådnanes 2000). The power management
system (PMS) will start the next unit when the available
power in the system becomes low or the amplitudes of dy-
namical power fluctuations become high. Starting the addi-
tional generating sets to reduce the amplitudes of dynamical
fluctuations on the network implies that the engines will
operate on lower load, further from the optimal operating
point where the fuel consumption and maintenance costs will
increase (Radan et al. 2006a, Radan et al. 2006b). In order to
prevent blackout, the power system cannot be loaded to its
full generating capacity. The power reserve is determined
according to the possible fault case scenario—if one of the
generators fails, the other generators online should be able to
take the rest of the load (Ådnanes 2003, Sørensen & Ådnanes
2005). The fast load reduction system is used to reduce the
excessive load that cannot be taken by the remaining engines
(Lauvdal & Ådnanes 2000, May 2003).

Due to relatively slow responses of the prime mover, com-
pared to the electrical machinery responses, the power load
fluctuations may induce large frequency and voltage fluctua-
tions, see for example, Klimstra (2004), Lazarewicz and Ro-
jas (2004), Milosevic and Andersson (2005). The frequency
and voltage fluctuations may produce many detrimental ef-
fects on the power system, among which increased fault oc-
currences on the electrical equipment and higher mainte-

nance costs on electrical and mechanical components are the
most commonly known, see for example, Mahon (1992) and
Hunt (2000).

Thrust allocation algorithms to make a smooth transition
of thrust references have been successfully applied on board
vessels; see Fossen and Johansen (2006), Johansen (2004),
and the references therein. The thrust allocation algorithm
implies that the smooth change in the thrust references will
provide smooth power transients on the power system. How-
ever, this may not be the case when propellers are subjected
to large thrust and torque losses. The algorithm is limited to
propulsion loads, while other loads that may produce signif-
icant load fluctuations on the network have not been consid-
ered.

Thrust loss effects and the design of propulsion control
strategies for electrically driven propellers in normal and ex-
treme conditions have been dealt with in Sørensen et al.
(1997), Smogeli et al. (2004), Bakkeheim et al. (2006), Smo-
geli (2006), and the references therein. These control meth-
ods can provide smooth power output from thrusters sub-
jected to large torque losses such as propeller ventilation.
However, the thruster loadings and effects of multiple
thrusters operating in the system are not dealt with in low-
level control algorithms. The local thruster controller consid-
ers only local power oscillations for each individual thruster,
and the effect of multiple thrusters and other power consum-
ers in the system is not known.

The conventional power system stabilizers (PSSs) have
been widely used to damp out small signal oscillations and
enhance the transient stability on land power systems with
large impendence; see for example, Kundur (1994) and
Anderson and Fuad (2003). The PSS takes the deviations in
frequency to improve the generator voltage control. The con-
ventional PSSs are generally designed at a single operating
condition, and thus their performance may not be guaranteed
at other operating conditions, see for example, Kundur (1994)
and Lu et al. (2001).

To improve the frequency control, the energy storage de-
vices (batteries, flywheels) have been used in on-land distrib-
uted power-generation systems and small isolated power sys-
tems; see for example, Lazarewicz and Rojas (2004) and
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Milosevic and Andersson (2005). By absorbing the network
excess of energy and discharging when there is an energy
deficit using energy storage devices, a successful frequency
regulation is achieved. Energy storage technology has not
been widely applied on the marine vessels, mainly due to the
large size and weight considerations involved, although this
technology can provide energy savings and significant im-
provements in frequency and voltage regulation.

In Black and Ilic (2002), the authors studied the charac-
teristics of demand-based frequency control (DBFC) for dis-
tributed power generation. It uses control devices that will
turn off (on) the machine/appliance in response to frequency
deviations to restore the supply/demand balance and will
turn them back on (off) at a time when the frequency devia-
tions are in the acceptable range. Appliances/machines that
rely on energy rather than power, such as heaters, refrigera-
tors, and air conditioners, will regulate their consumption to
minimize frequency deviations.

This control is similar to fast or rapid load reduction con-
trol (FLR) applied on marine vessels, used to reduce the ex-
cessive load in the network, see Lauvdal and Ådnanes (2000)
and May (2003). The FLR controller senses the network (bus)

frequency and reduces the load on thrusters if the frequency
drop is higher then specified. The main purpose of FLR sys-
tem is to provide blackout protection in case the generator set
fails.

Recently, in Morren et al. (2006), inertial control is used to
improve the frequency control of wind generation. The higher
the inertia of a generating system, less the frequency will
change after abrupt variations in the generation or load. The
inertial control is used to increase the virtual inertia of the
network by affecting the mechanical torque of the wind tur-
bine. However, since the response of the mechanical torque is
relatively slow compared with electrical load demand, the
success of inertial control is limited in this case.

In this paper, a new controller reducing the load fluctua-
tions on the vessel’s network generated by vessel’s consumers
is proposed. The controller is termed the power redistribution
controller (PRC) and is based on the combination of demand-
based frequency control, fast load reduction, and inertial con-
trol, all described previously. The main idea is that the fre-
quency control on a marine vessel can be improved by using
the dynamic feedback from the power system to the electrical
thrusters. Due to the relatively large inertia of the vessel,

Nomenclature

D� propeller diameter, m
Dg � damping coefficient for

gen-set, pu
h � propeller shaft

immersion, m
H � inertial time constant

of the
generating-set,
seconds

HNon
� inertial time constant

of power-generating
system, seconds

Jp � moment of inertia for
thruster

Jgi � moment of inertia for
gen-set

KT and KQ
(or KQJ)

� thrust and torque
coefficients

KT0, KQ0 � thrust and torque
coefficients for
Ja � 0

k � number of generator
online before the
failure

kv � critical relative
submergence

kpp, kip � proportional and
integral control
gains for thruster

kgp � feedback gain for
proposed controller

kc � the proportional gain
L � (l1, l2)T � the injection term gain

for mechanical
torque observer

Lr,th � the propulsion system
limit based on full
power capacity

Ls,th � static propulsion
system capacity
based on power
reserve

Non � number of gens online

Nf � number of gens
disconnected due to
failure

n � propeller shaft speed
nmax � maximum propeller

speed
ncrit � critical propeller

speed when
ventilation starts

p � propeller index
pu � per unit, normalized

to the base, similar
to percentage, i.e.,
pu × 100 � %

Pc−p � total active power for
all other consumers
than thrusters, kW

Pr,g � power-generating
capacity, kW

Pr,gi � power ratings for
generators, kW

Pr,c � load from all
consumers

Pr,th � the rated power
capacity for the
propulsion system

Ps,th � static propulsion
system full load
limit

Pmax
cont,gt(k, Nf) � the maximum

permitted power on
generator

Qmg � mechanical torque or
engine torque, pu

Qeg � engine load torque
(electric torque), pu

Q0p � nominal torque on the
propeller

Qmp � electrical motor
torque

Qap � thruster load torque
Qfp � thruster friction

torque

Qcp � commanded torque
Rmg,up, Rmg,un � maximum engine

load rate limits
for load increase
and load decrease,
kW/seconds

R � propeller radius, R
� D/2

Sr,gi � gen rated power,
usually given in
kVA

Tmax,p � maximum available
expected thrust
reference, kN

T0p � required propeller
thrust, kN

Tmg � mechanical system
time constant,
seconds

Tmp � motor time constant,
seconds

TQf � low pass filter time
constant, seconds

wp � weigh factor for
propulsion limit

Greek symbols

�QV� torque loss factor for
the ventilation

�QJ� torque loss factor for
inline water inflow
losses

�̄Q,p� average relative load
torque

�g� rotor angle, radians
�� density of water

�g� mean rotor angular
speed for all
generators (pu)

�p� shaft speed on each
of the running
thrusters,
rad/second
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fast power modification on the thrusters, introduced by PRC
will not have a significant effect on vessel responses. How-
ever, other consumers that rely on energy can be used for the
control as well.

The paper is organized as follows. The dynamic constraints
of marine electrical power plant and load effects are defined
in the section “Power Plant Dynamic Limitations and Effects
of Load Fluctuations.” The section “Load Limiting on Thrust-
ers” explains how the power system interacts with the thrust
allocation algorithm, that is, the DP system. Then the thrust
losses and the induced propeller loads are explained in the
section “Wave-Induced Thrust Losses.” The section “Conven-
tional Thruster Control” is about the thruster loadings and
conventional PI speed control where the load effects on the
power system are also analyzed. The main contribution of the
paper is in the section “Power Redistribution Control” (PRC)
with subsections about the control law, closed-loop analysis,
network load effects, controller design, and mechanical sys-
tem torque observer. The Case Studies for the typical plat-
form supply vessel (PSV) are presented, and controller capa-
bilities and limitations are discussed in Discussions, where
ways to comprehend these limitations are also given.

2. Power plant dynamic limitations and effects
of load fluctuations

2.1. Engine dynamic limitations

The prime mover is one of the components with the slowest
response in the marine power system. The prime mover re-
sponse limitations have a significant influence on the risk of
blackout and will affect power, frequency, and voltage tran-
sients on the power system. Running generators close to its
limitations will result in a reduced capability to respond to
sudden load change. This is especially important for the fault
cases. Excessive load stress on engines will decrease the
safety margins and increase the maintenance and overhaul-
ing costs for the power system in general (see MAN B&W).

2.1.1. Load application. When a load is applied, the fre-
quency of the engine falls. The speed regulator acts on the
rack to inject more fuel in the cylinders. However, since the
air quantity has not increased yet, the combustion is not
adequate, and the frequency continues to decrease. At the
same time, the engine outlet temperature and pressure in-
creases, that is, inlet to the turbine. The turbine torque in-
creases and the turbocharger accelerates. As a result, the
compression ratio increases and the torque production is
more efficient. The engine frequency starts to rise again, but
it can take a few seconds to stabilize (Claeys et al. 2001). The
ability of the engine to build or reduce the charge air pressure
determines the speed of mechanical torque change. The en-
gine speed or the generator frequency is directly affected by
the mechanical torque responses through the well-known
swing equation of motion (Anderson & Fuad 2003; Kundur
1994):

d�g

dt
=

�0g

2H
�Qmg − Qeg − Qmf�, (1)

where Qmg is the mechanical torque or engine torque, Qeg is
the load torque, Qmf is the damping torque, H is the inertial
time constant of the generating set, and �g is the engine
speed, which is directly proportional to the generator fre-
quency.

Figure 1 shows two different time series of the diesel en-
gine speed (generator frequency) in the transient for typical
modern turbocharged diesel engine and following load
ramps: even load ramp from 0 to 100% load in 13.5 seconds

and even load ramp from 0 to 100% load in 15 seconds. It can
be seen that the engine speed deviation from nominal value
is approximately 4 times higher for the 13.5 seconds load
ramp than for the 15 seconds load ramp. This is because of
limitations in development of mechanical torque. The opti-
mal load increase provides the fastest load acceptance for the
engine with the lowest speed deviation from nominal. Figure
1 indicates that it is possible to find an optimal engine load-
ing.

2.1.2. Load reduction. After a sudden load disconnection
from the network, the engine speed first increases. The speed
regulation acts on the rack position to reduce the fuel injec-
tion in the cylinders. Since the air mass flow in the cylinders
is sufficient and the combustion is complete, the engine sta-
bilizes faster, and the speed deviation is smaller. A fast and
large load reduction from high load can result in turbo-
charger surging. In normal operation, the engine manufac-
turer recommends that load reduction from 100% load to 0
should take at least 10 seconds (Westergard 2006/7). On
some engines the turbocharger never surges although the full
load is thrown off instantly. This depends on the compressor
surge line limitation. To ensure compressor stability during
the engine operation, an engine is designed with a surge
margin; see for example, Gravdahl and Egeland (1999) and
Theotokatos and Kyrtatos (2001). Surge margins are selected
due to transient conditions that move the compressor oper-
ating point closer to the surge line. The unexpected crossing
of the compressor surge line during engine transients results
in unsteady operation that produces extreme loading for the
turbomachinery blading, resulting in high-cycle fatigue fail-
ures.

The optimal load increase Pmg,up and the load decrease
Pmg,un can be determined through engine testing, as shown
in Fig. 1. Then the engine load rate limits are the derivatives
of the optimal load increase and the load decrease according
to:

Rmg,up =
d
dt

Pmg,up, Rmg,un =
d
dt

Pmg,un, (2)

where Rmg,up and Rmg,un are maximum engine load rate lim-
its for the load increase and load decrease, in kW/seconds.
The instant load capacity is the function of load level and is
different for different engine types. Hence, it might be diffi-
cult to determine Rmg,up and Rmg,un with high accuracy that
can guarantee the fastest engine response with minimum
deviation of the engine torque Qmg from the load torque

Fig. 1 Diesel engine speed (generator frequency) transient for the even load
ramps: from 0 to 100% load in 13.5 second (solid line) and from 0 to 100% load in
15 seconds (dashed), for a typical modern turbocharged diesel engine. (Wartsila)
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Qeg. According to Fig. 1 the load limit can be determined as
Rmg,un � Prg/15 � 0.066Prg, which will limit the engine to be
fully loaded in less than 15 seconds. The engine load decrease
rate limit can be several times higher than the load increase
rate limit, and the typical values are 0.06Prg � Rmg,un � 0.125Prg.

If the period of the load fluctuations is too short, the engine
may have problems to maintain the average output since the
charge air pressure drops faster than it increases. This also
increases the thermal load of the engine. The prerequisite for
increasing the charge air pressure is increased combustion
temperature. Long-term high-temperature operations will
cause burnt exhaust gas valves, hot corrosion, and probably
other problems as well (Westergard 2006/7).

2.2. Generator voltage regulation

A sudden electrical load applied to a generator will cause a
voltage depression at the generator terminals. The automatic
voltage regulator (AVR) controls the generator excitation to
keep the terminal voltage close to the nominal value. The
voltage dip is largely independent of the level of the load
already carried by the generator, but depends on the follow-
ing: the load current, power factor, generator transient and
subtransient reactance, response time of the AVR and the
excitation system, and the characteristics of the generator
field winding, see for example, Mahon (1992) and Hunt
(2000).

The generator reactance and particularly the amount of
reactive power drawn by the load influence the degree of
voltage depression. Since the starting torque of the motor is
proportional to the terminal voltage squared, the excessive or
prolonged voltage dips can decrease the thruster perfor-
mance in a way that the time to reach the required speed may
become too long. The result could be motor overheating,
caused by the duration of the excessive current. Voltage dips
can also cause other induction motors fed from the network
and operating fully loaded to draw current beyond their rat-
ing and cause a further drop in the generator terminal volt-
age. Should this cumulative action continue long enough, the
operating motors can overheat and possibly fail or trip.

3. Load limiting on thrusters

The quasi-static propulsion system capacity can be deter-
mined from:

Ls,th =
min�Pav, Pcont,av

max �

Pr,th
+ 1 (3)

where Pr,th is the rated power of the propulsion system, Pav is
the available power determined for full power-generating ca-
pacity, and Pmax

cont,av is the available power determined when
the power reserve is included. These values are defined later
in this section. The available power for full power-generating
capacity is determined according to:

Pav = Pr,g − Pr,c = �
i=1

Non

Pr,gi − Pr,c (4)

where Pr,g is the generating capacity or sum of the power
ratings Pr,gi for all the generators online, Non is the number
of the generators online, and Pr,c is the sum of load from all
consumers.

The power system must always have a sufficient power
reserve to prevent a blackout. This means that generators
cannot be loaded to full-rated capacity Pr,g when a small
number of generating sets are operating. Then, the consum-
ers, namely thrusters, cannot be loaded to full capacity. Ac-
cording to the generator failure cases, the available power is
determined according to:

Pcont,av
max = �

i=1

Non

Pr,gi � Pcont,gi
max �k,Nf� − Pr,c, (5)

where Pmax
cont,gt(k,Nf) is the maximum permitted power on gen-

erator i ∈ [1, Non], k is the number of generating units online
before the failure, and Nf is the number of units that are
suddenly disconnected due to failure. The safe generator con-
tinuous loading limit is defined:

Pcont,gi
max �k,Nf� = Pover,gi

max �

�
i=1

k

Pr,gi�k� − �
f=1

Nf

Pr,gf�k�

�
i=1

k

Pr,gi�k�

, (6)

where k � Non and Pmax
over,gi is the maximum load step in the

overload region, per generator, when Nf number of unit fails.
Pmax

over,gi is dependent on the engine inertia and ability of the
engine to take a load step, for details see Radan et al. (2006a).

The propulsion must be limited if the available power be-
comes negative; that is, Ls,th < 1 → Pav < 0 or Pmax

cont,av < 0.
Then the loading of the propulsion system is limited accord-
ing to:

Ps,th = Ls,thPr,th. (7)

The load propulsion limit must be distributed to all online
thrusters according to:

Ps,thp = wpLs,thPr,thp, (8)

where Ps,thp is the power limit per thruster, Pr,thp is the rated
power per thruster, and wp is the weigh factor, 0 � wp � 1.
The simplest way to determine Ps,thp is to set equal weigh
factor for all thrusters; that is, wp � 1. On some systems, the
power limit is based on the present thruster loading refer-
ence P0p(t). Then Pr,thp � P0p(t), and wp �1, which is con-
tinuously updated by the thrust allocation algorithm. This
gives the optimal weigh factors for the quasi-static control of
the available power. However, the thruster limits are not
optimal with regard to thrust allocation, that is, vessel dy-
namic positioning ability. When reducing the thruster load
capacity, the drawback is the reduction in the expected nomi-
nal thrust capacity, since this will reduce the speed and the
maneuverability of the vessel. The maximum available
thrust can be determined:

Tmax,p = sgn�n� �D4KT� Ps,thp

2�KQ�D5�2�3

(9)

where � is density of water, D is the propeller diameter, n is
the propeller shaft speed, KT and KQ are thrust and torque
coefficients, respectively. This signal is fed back to the thrust
allocation algorithm to calculate the optimal thrust distribu-
tion for the individual thrusters. Although Ps,thp and Tmax,p
are updated very quickly, the dynamics of the required thrust
T0p is much slower due to slow dynamics of the environmen-
tal disturbances, that is, second-order waves, wind, and cur-
rent.

4. Wave-induced thrust losses

Thrust loss effects and the design of propulsion control
strategies for electrically driven propellers in normal and ex-
treme conditions have been dealt with in Sørensen et al.
(1997), Smogeli et al. (2004), Bakkeheim et al. (2006) and
Smogeli (2006).

The most important loss effects that affect the propeller
torque/power dynamics are:
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• Fluctuations in the in-line water inflow to the propeller,
where a constant shaft speed and varying advance ve-
locity will lead to varying thrust and torque.

• Ventilation (air suction) caused by decreasing pressure
on the propeller blades for heavily loaded propellers, es-
pecially when the effective submergence of the propeller
becomes small due to waves and the wave frequency
motion of the vessel.

• In-and-out-of-water effects or propeller emergence due
to the relative propeller motion that results in water
exits.

The presented propeller load torque model, as given in Smo-
geli (2006), is used for the analysis:

Qap = Q0p�QJ�Va,n��QV�h,n� (10)

where Q0p is the nominal torque on the propeller, h is the
propeller shaft immersion, �QV is the torque loss factor for
the ventilation and in-and-out-of-water effects, and �QJ is the
torque loss factor for inline water inflow losses, defined as:

�QJ�Va,n� = �D5n2KQ�Va,n� (11)

where Va is the advance velocity of the water. The advance
velocity of the water Va on the propeller disk position can be
determined from the vessel average speed and velocity fluc-
tuations around the average velocity due to vessel-wave in-
teraction.

The ventilation torque loss factor �QV represents the rela-
tive torque when only the ventilation and in-and-out-of-

water effects occur �QV (h, n) � Qap/Q0p. Typical values of
�QV when an open propeller ventilates are from 0.15 to 0.25
and from 0.25 to 0.4 for tunnel thruster or ducted propeller.

5. Conventional thruster control

5.1. Conventional thruster speed control

5.1.1. Control plant model of thruster. The following
thruster model is used for the control (Smogeli et al. 2004):

Jp�̇p = Qmp − Qap − Qfp, (12)

Q̇mp =
1

Tmp
�Qcp − Qmp�, (13)

where Jp is the moment of inertia of the shaft, motor, gear,
propeller, and added mass of the propeller, Qap is the load
torque, Qfp is the friction torque, and Tmp is the motor time
constant. The commanded torque Qcp is the output from the
thruster controller, possibly limited in the magnitude by the
fast load reduction system, as shown in Fig. 2.

The standard thruster PI speed controller is used:

Qcp = kppep + kip�0

t
epd�, ep = �0p − �p (14)

where �0p is the thruster speed reference, and kpp and kip are
the nonnegative proportional and integral control gains, re-
spectively. Assuming the frequency deviation is produced by

Fig. 2 Thruster load capacity control based on generating system acceleration
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only one thruster and, for the simplicity, the speed controller
is only proportional, the following controller output is ob-
tained:

Qcp = kppep = kpp��0p − �p�, (15)

and the motor torque:

Qmp = Qcp − TmpQ̇mp = kpp��0p − �p� − TmpQ̇mp. (16)

Due to small value of Tmp, the thruster dynamics may be
disregarded to simplify the analysis, then TmpQ̇mp � 0.

5.2. Closed-loop analysis and network load effects

5.2.1. Control plant model of power-generating sys-
tem. The motion equation for the mean acceleration of the
power-generating system may be expressed as (Anderson &
Fuad 2003, Kundur 1994):

d�g

dt
=

�0g

2HNon

�Qmg −
Dg

�0g
��g − �0g� − Qeg�, (17)

Q̇mg =
1

Tmg
�Qcg − Qmg�, (18)

where �g is the mean rotor angular speed for all generators
in the system, in per unit (pu), �0g is the nominal speed, Qcg
is the control torque, Qmg is the mechanical torque, and Qeg
is the electrical torque. The torques are expressed in per unit
system (pu). The damping coefficient Dg accounts for the elec-
trical load damping and the mechanical damping in pu, HNon
is the system inertial time constant, in seconds, and Tmg is
the mechanical system time constant, in seconds. The fre-
quency deviation between the mean and the nominal speed
gives:

d�g

dt
= �g − �0g (19)

where �g(t) is the rotor angle in radians. The equivalent sys-
tem inertia can be determined from:

HNon
= �

i=1

Non

Hi, Hi =
1
2

Jgi�0g

Sr,gi
(20)

where Jgi is the moment of inertia for the gen-set, and Sr,gi is
the rated power per generator, usually given in kVA. Equa-
tion (17) defines the mean acceleration of all the generators
in the system, which is defined as the acceleration of a ficti-
tious inertial center, as shown in Fig. 2. At the instant of load
impact, the source of energy supplied by the generators is the
energy contained in their magnetic fields and is distributed
according to the synchronizing power coefficients between
the generators and the bus (common node). At the end of a
brief transient, the various generators will share the increase
in load as a function only of their inertia constants (Anderson
& Fuad 2003).

The electrical torque on the power-generating system is
generated when supplying current to all consumers, includ-
ing thrusters:

Qeg =
1

�g
��

p=1

Ton

Qmp�p + Pc−p�, (21)

where Qmp is the electrical motor torque and �p is the shaft
speed on each of the running thrusters in the system and Pc−p
is power summation for all other consumers then thrusters.

In present simplified closed-loop analysis it is assumed
that the thruster is the only consumer in the system. Since
Qeg is expressed per unit, in equation (17), the following
equation can map Qmp to Qeg:

Qeg =
�p

Prg�g
Qmp (22)

After inserting equation (16) into (22) and disregarding
thruster dynamics, that is, Qcp � Qmp, and then into equa-
tion (17) the closed-loop equation is obtained:

�̇g =
�0g

2HNon

�Qmg −
Dg

�0g
��g − �0g� −

kpp�p

Prg�g
��0p − �p��

(23)
From the closed-loop equation, it can be noticed that the
thruster loading is opposing the engine mechanical torque.
The generator-speed deviations are produced when the load
torque is high and can not be balanced fast enough by the
engine torque Qmg. For fixed-pitch propellers (FPP), the load
torque increases with thruster shaft speed �p and shaft-
speed deviations �0p − �p are more sensed by the network
when �p is high. This also shows that the FPP thruster can-
not produce large load torque on the generators when oper-
ating at low speed.

5.3. Disadvantages of conventional thruster
speed control

To reduce the frequency deviations due to propulsion load-
ing, the common approach in the marine industry is to set the
fixed load rate limits on the electrical thrusters. Without load
rate limits, thrusters would increase the electrical load in the
system almost instantly, and this would result in a system
blackout. The slew rates for thrusters are chosen in connec-
tion with the engine torque load rates.

When using the fixed slew rates on thrusters, the following
issues should be considered:

• Increasing the load on one thruster or several thrusters
together is not the same. With fixed slew rates on the
thrusters, the change in the load must be determined for
the worst case of loading, for example, all thrusters in
the system loaded together. This gives unnecessary slow
loading when the reference is changed on only one
thruster. Therefore, it is difficult to find the optimal en-
gine loadings for every load-generator combination us-
ing fixed slew rates on thrusters.

• Changes to other loads are not considered in the control
algorithms for thrusters, although all consumers have
an effect on the power system responses. The thrusters
can be loaded together with some other consumers
where the loading may increase the frequency deviation.

• If an engine fault occurs, the fast load reduction system
will reduce the load on the propulsion system preventing
blackout. The responses of the fast load reduction sys-
tem are calculated assuming the nominal speed on the
engine, that is, nominal frequency on the network. How-
ever, the engine speed may fluctuate due to the network
disturbances, and the risk of the blackout will increase
in proportion of the speed fluctuations. This makes the
ship the most vulnerable to blackout during maneuver-
ing and station-keeping when the load changes on the
propulsion system are large and rapid, and when the
system ideally should have the highest resistance to
blackout.

• On some applications, the load ramp limits on thrusters
depend on the power-generating capacity. The number
of load ramp functions to select for each thruster can be
set equal to the number of the gen-sets. The information
on the power-generating capacity is obtained from the
status of the generator breakers that is fed to each
thruster reference. By the time the faults start to occur
in the lines fed from the breaker status, the controller
selects the lowest rate limits, assuming the lowest num-
ber of gen-sets online. The consequence is slow thruster
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loading and low propeller acceleration in all network
conditions, even when the generating power capacity is
high.

6. Power redistribution control (PRC)

The main idea of the proposed controller is to improve the
frequency regulation on marine vessels using the fast dy-
namical corrections to thruster references, provided by the
network feedback. Using the consumers to improve the net-
work stability has a background in the demand-based fre-
quency control (DBFC), proposed for distributed power gen-
eration in Black and Ilic (2002).

6.1. Control law

The proposed control law is based on the correction of the
propeller shaft speed deviation �0p − �p using two different
control strategies.

6.1.1. Strategy 1. The feedback from the network fre-
quency deviation:

ep = �0p − �p + kgp��g − �0g� (24)

6.1.2. Strategy 2. The feedback from the generating system
torque deviation:

ep = �0p − �p + kgp�Q̂mg* − Qeg�, (25)

where kgp is the feedback gain. Comparing equation (25) with
(17) the reduced mechanical motor torque:

Q̂mg* ≈ Qmg* = Qmg −
Dg

�0g
��g − �0g�, (26)

will be estimated from the network frequency �g and the
electrical torque Qeg using the mechanical torque observer.
The PRC is presented in Fig. 2. Rapid electrical torque
changes, produced by thruster loadings and losses contribute
to the frequency deviations on the generating system. The
main reason for frequency deviations is the slower response
of the engine where the engine mechanical time constant is
larger than thruster motor time constant; that is, Tmg > Tmp.

6.2. Closed-loop analysis and network load effects

6.2.1. Strategy 1. Using the feedback from the network fre-
quency deviation in equation (24), the thruster motor torque
becomes:

Qmp = kpp��0p − �p� + kppkgp��g − �0g� (27)

with the thruster dynamics disregarded. After inserting
equation (27) into (22) and then into equation (17), the closed-
loop equation is obtained:

�̇g =
�0g

2HNon

�Qmg −
Dg

�0g
��g − �0g� −

kpp�p

Prg�g
(�0p − �p�

−kgp

kpp�p

Prg�g
��g − �0g��. (28)

It can be seen that the thruster feedback from the generator-
frequency deviation increases the damping in the closed-loop
frequency equation. The frequency fluctuations will be re-
duced due to cancellation of the load, that is, increased sta-
bility. If the generator frequency increases, the thrust refer-
ence will temporarily increase and dump the excessive
system energy. If the frequency decreases, the thrust refer-
ence will decrease, therefore decreasing the system load. This
controller can also provide the power cancellation between
the different thrusters operating in the same system and

hence compensate the power oscillations induced by thruster
loadings and losses.

6.2.2. Strategy 2. Using the feedback from the generating
system torque deviation in (25), the thruster motor torque
becomes:

Qmp = kpp��0p − �p� + kppkgp�Q̂mg* − Qeg�, (29)
with the thrust dynamics disregarded. Using equations (17)
and (26) the second term in equation (29) can be rearranged:

Qmp = kpp��0p − �p� + kppkgp

2HNon

�0g
�̇g (30)

This makes the thruster controller dependent on the gener-
ating system acceleration. After inserting equation (30) into
(22) and then into equation (17) the closed-loop equation is
obtained:

�̇g =
�0g

2HNon
�1 + ��p�Prg�g�kppkgp� �Qmg −

Dg

�0g
��g − �0g�

−
�p

Prg�g
kpp��0p − �p�� (31)

The frequency fluctuations will be reduced due to virtual
increase in the system inertia. This control method has been
known as the acceleration feedback; see for example, Fossen
(2002). Recently, the inertial control has been used to im-
prove the frequency control of the wind generation; see Mor-
ren et al. (2006). The controller proposed in this paper uses
inertial control to affect consumers.

6.3. Multiple thrusters operating in the system

For two or more thrusters operating in the same system,
the following closed-loop equations are obtained.

6.3.1. Strategy 1. With the feedback from the network fre-
quency deviation:

�̇g =
�0g

2HNon
�Qmg −

Dg

�0g
��g − �0g� −

1
Prg�g

�
p=1

Ton

kpp�p��0p − �p�

−
1

Prg�g
��g − �0g��

p=1

Ton

kgpkpp�p� (32)

6.3.2. Strategy 2. With the feedback from the generating
system torque deviation:

d�g

dt
=

�0g

2HNon
�1 + �1�Prg�g��

p=1

Ton

�pkppkgp�

�Qmg −
Dg

�0g
��g − �0g�

−
1

Prg�g
�
p=1

Ton

�pkpp��0p − �p�� (33)

where

Qeg =
1

Prg�g
�
p=1

Ton

Qmp�p =
1

Prg�g
�
p=1

Ton

Qcp�p and kpp = kp1 = kp2.

For p = 1, �p = �1, for p = 2 �p = �2, etc.
If �1 decreases due to propeller load increase and �01 − �1

> 0, then the controller will act to balance the load by in-
creasing �02 and making �02 − �2 < 0. The change in the load
reference will occur just temporarily until the mechanical
torque Qmg becomes available from the engines and new load
balance is obtained.

While strategy 1 is very easy to implement and can offer
immediate improvements in the frequency regulation, strat-
egy 2 implements faster correction of the speed setting sig-
nals and thus better frequency regulation with less control
effort. Moreover, strategy 2 provides the ability to set fixed
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load rate limits directly on the engines. Another problem is
the droop control of the generating system. If the system
operates in the droop mode; that is, the steady-state fre-
quency depends on the steady-state load, the �0g can vary by
±2.5%, that is, from 58.5 to 61.5 Hz on 60 Hz system. This
may introduce the steady-state error in the control, and the
thrust may be decreased more than necessary. It might be
difficult to estimate the exact value of the droop for the dis-
tributed power systems, as described in Black and Ilic (2002).
Even though the �0g can be accurately determined in the
isolated power system, using strategy 2 another feedback
(steady-state droop) is avoided and robustness of the control-
ler is increased. Therefore, strategy 2, that is, the feedback
from the generating system torque deviation, will be further
analyzed in this paper. For the strategy 2, an observer is
needed. It will be shown through the simulation that the
observer is robust to parameter data inaccuracies and suit-
able for the control.

6.4. PRC controller gain calculation

6.4.1. Controller gains dependent on thruster
load. The thruster cannot contribute significantly to the fre-
quency fluctuations when operated on low load, or low speed
for thrusters with the fixed pitch. To prevent high-frequency
drop during loading, the load gains must increase faster than
the thruster load. Thus, the gain should depend on the ex-
pected thruster loading according to:

kgp = kc Q0p, (34)

where kc is the proportional gain, and Q0p is the expected
nominal torque (or desired torque reference) for each propel-
ler p:

Q0p =
1

4�2 KQ0p�Dp
5�0p

2 = gQ0p��0p�. (35)

The torque reference for each propeller p can be calculated
directly from the thrust reference (Sørensen et al. 1997):

Q0p =
DpKQ0p

KT0p

T0p = gQ0p�T0p�, (36)

where KT0p and KQ0p are the thrust and torque coefficients,
as previously defined, but for zero advance coefficient; that is,
Ja � 0, where Ja � Va/nD.

If the nominal torque increases, the gain will also increase,
therefore providing stiffer protection for the power fluctua-
tions. When the nominal torque decreases, the PI controller
will have a higher proportion of control, since the reference
correction will become low.

6.4.2. Controller gains dependent on torque and
thrust losses. Each thruster may be subjected to different
torque losses where the thrusters with higher losses produce
higher-frequency fluctuations. Therefore, the gain kgp should
also depend on the torque losses according to:

kgp = kc Q0p�Qp, (37)

where �Qp is the average relative load torque, 0 < �Qp � 1.
The average relative load torque is obtained using low pass
filtering of the estimated load torque:

�Q,p = �̂Q,p − TQf�
�

Q,p = g��Q̂ap�, (38)

�̂Q,p =
Q̂ap

Q̂0p

=
4�2

KQ0,p�Dp
5 �p

2 Q̂ap, n 	 0, (39)

where TQf is the low pass filter time constant. The final equa-
tion for the dynamic gain is obtained after inserting equation

(39) into (38), and then equations (38) and (35) or equation
(36) into (37):

kgp =
kc

4�2

�0p
2

�p
2 �4�2Q̂ap − TQf�

�
Q,pKQ0,p�Dp

5 �p
2�. (40)

The average relative load torque indicates the level of torque
and thrust losses. If �Q,p is low and torque losses are high,
then the control gain amplification for the bad performing
thruster will be reduced. The control will be more redistrib-
uted to the thrusters with lower thrust losses to reduce the
shaft speed fluctuations of the bad performing thrusters.

6.4.3. Real thrust estimation and thrust fluctua-
tions. The thrust reference is the output from the thrust
allocation algorithm. When the vessel is in waves, the real
torque will oscillate about the nominal value due to vessel-
wave interaction at the propeller disk. The main purpose of
the power redistribution controller is to slightly alter the
required thrust to obtain the high improvements in the
power system behavior, that is, low frequency and voltage
fluctuations, higher blackout resistance, lower fuel consump-
tion, and increased thrust capacity. Therefore, it may be of
importance for the DP system to estimate the actual thrust.

The propeller load torque can be estimated using an ob-
server. Based on the thruster model in equations (12) and
(13), the observer as in Smogeli (2006), is proposed:

�
�̂p =

1
Jp

�−Q̧ap − k��̂p + Qmp� + l1p��p − �̂p�,
�
Q̂a,p = l2p��p − �̂p�,

(41)

where k� is the friction coefficient due to Qf � k� �p and l1p,
l2p are the observer gains. The equilibrium point of the ob-
server error dynamics is globally exponentially stable (GES)
in the case of a constant load torque if the observer gains l1p
and l2p are chosen according to:

l1p 
 −k��Jp, l2p 
 0. (42)

Then, the expected nominal thrust can be determined from:

T̂a,p =
KT0,p

DpKQ0,p
Q̂a,p. (43)

Alternate mappings are also possible, for details see Smogeli
(2006) and references therein. The altered expected nominal
thrust can be fed back to the thrust allocation algorithm, as
proposed in Fig. 3.

6.4.4. The mechanical torque limits. The mechanical
torque of the system is total torque produced by the engines
with generators connected online. It is much more convenient
to select the fixed load rate limits on mechanical system
torque than to select the load rate limits for the individual
thrusters, where each thruster should be allowed to change
the load according to the available power and dynamic re-
sponses of the system. The load rate limits on the mechanical
torque can provide further reductions in the frequency devia-
tions by exploiting the power redistribution between thrust-
ers in PRC.

The engine operational region can shrink according to the
recommended load rate limits (*) given by an engine vendor:

Rmg−un

�0g
�

R*mg−un

�0g
�

d
dt

Q̂mg* �
R*mg−up

�0g
�

Rmg−up

�0g
, (44)

where the power slew rate magnitudes are divided by the
nominal gen-set speed �0g obtaining the torque slew rate
magnitudes.
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6.5. Mechanical system torque observer

The mechanical system torque is the summation of all in-
dividual mechanical torques on each engine and the damping
torque generated by electrical damping and mechanical fric-
tion damping on the engines. For the observer design the
following model is proposed:

d�g

dt
=

�0g

2HNon

�Qmg* − Qeg�, HNon
= �

i=1

Non

Hi,
d
dt

Qmg* = 0,

(45)

where the network frequency �g is the measured output and
the electrical torque Qeg is a known input. The reduced me-
chanical torque is defined as the mechanical torque reduced
due to damping, as defined in equation (26). The system is
linear and can be written in the state space form:

ẋ = Ax + Bu, y = Cx, (46)

where:

A = �0
�0g

2HNon

0 0
�, x = ��g, Qmg*�T

B = �−
�0g

2HNon

, 0�T

, u = Qeg, C = �1, 0�, (47)

where the bus frequency (mean shaft speed) is measured: y �
Cx � �g. The system is observable since the Kalman rank
condition is satisfied:

O = � C

CAn−1� = � C
CA� = �

1 0

0
�0g

2HNon

�, (48)

where n is the number of states and the rank(O) � n � 2.

Kalman rank condition guaranties that it is possible to
design an observer. The following, full state observer is pro-
posed (Chen 1999):

�
�̂g =

�0g

2HNon

Q̂mg* −
�0g

2HNon

Qeg + l1g��g − �̂g�,
�
Q̂mg*

= l2g��g − �̂g�, (49)

where the term L � (l1g, l2g)T is the observer gain used to
make an output feedback correction of the state estimation.

7. Case studies

The simulator is made in SIMULINK/MATLAB. Diesel
generating system consists of two generating sets, operating
in the isochronous mode with constant �0g and HNon

� 2
seconds. Diesel generators are modeled with frequency con-
trol through PID governors and modeled fuel actuators. The
network voltage is assumed constant, and hence only the
active power is considered in the model. The main motion is
governed by equations (17) and (18) and the responses of the
power system are affected only by the responses of the diesel
engines. Thrusters are modeled as the active power consum-
ers where the power consumption depends on thruster shaft
speed according to equation (16), and the power is: Pmp �
Qmp�p. This is because PWM-VSI operates with high power
factor, PF ≈ 0.95 for all loadings (Ådnanes et al. 1997, Bose
2002). The drive time constant is very low, Tmp � 0.1/5 �
0.02, since the drive has very fast response to commanded
torque. The response in the real system will be slower than in
this simulator due to the additional shaft speed signal filter-
ing. The diode rectifier is installed on the network side of the
frequency converter, and thus the energy flows only in the
network-converter direction but not in the opposite. The en-

Fig. 3 Structure of controller with DP and thrust allocation
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ergy excess on DC link is dissipated in the water-cooled re-
sistor bank.

The mechanical torque observer: l1g � 20, l2g� 200,
HNon

� 1.5 seconds, so the parameter error in HNon
is in-

cluded in the simulation. PRC gains: kc � 20, but will dy-
namically change because of kgp in equation (40) and Fig. 2,
and it is dependent on thruster loadings and losses. A signal
will pass through the low pass filter before being fed to the
thruster speed controller, so kgp/(0.01 s + 1).

A case study for the typical platform supply vessel (PSV)
presented in Table 1 has been made. The system is shown in
Fig. 4. One side of the two split system is simulated. Two
thrusters are in operation, the 2.3 MW aft thruster and the 1
MW bow thruster together with auxiliary loads. Two gen-
sets, each 1.5 MW, are online, so 3.0 MW is the power-
generating capacity in the system.

The simulation scenario is:

t � 0 seconds: The speed reference for the aft thruster is set
to 30% rated speed, �0p1 � 0.3�r1 and for the bow
thruster �0p2 � 0.2�r2, where �rp is the thruster rated
power.

t � 30 seconds: �0p1 � 0.65�r2.
t � 50 seconds: �0p2 � 0.60�r2.
t � 100 seconds: �0p1 � 0.3�r1 while the �0p2 � 0.60�r2,

remains constant.

The following control systems are compared:

1. Power redistribution control, based on the system me-
chanical torque observer with fixed slew rates on the
system mechanical torque (PRC).

2. Local speed control on thrusters and fixed slew rates on
thrust references (LSC).

Using the proposed PRC, significant reductions in frequency
and power fluctuations can be noted from Fig. 5. The fre-
quency deviations with PRC are mainly within ±0.2 Hz,
while when using conventional LSC they are more than ±2
Hz. The reduced load fluctuations indicate that it is possible
to increase the engine load without risking the fuel actuator
hitting the torque limiter. Thus, the thrust capacity can be
increased with improved blackout prevention.

Speed, power, and thrust are compared in Figs. 6, 7, and 8,
respectively. Figure 6 shows the main characteristic of the
proposed PRC. The power redistribution among the consum-
ers, namely thrusters, provides the power cancellation and
smoother power output sensed by the generators and en-
gines.

With the PRC, the excessive energy produced by thrusters
operating on a high load subject to thrust losses is used to
load other thrusters, when required from the thrust alloca-
tion algorithm. Thus, a fast loading of the thruster is
achieved with low-frequency deviation on the power network.
This can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6 at about t � 50 seconds.

Reducing the power transients may increase the shaft
speed fluctuations on thrusters. The proposed PRC will in-
crease the network stability with low increase in propeller
shaft speed fluctuations. Moreover, the power fluctuations

are compensated by several thrusters, and hence the speed
fluctuations on individual thrusters may not increase very
much. This is shown in Fig. 7. Before t � 50 seconds only one
thruster operates and the speed fluctuations are somewhat

Table 1 Main characteristics of the vessel and power plant

Vessel main particulars L � 69.7 m, B � 16.8 m, T � 6.1 m,
Vol � 3,950 m3, max speed 16 knots,
service speed 13 knots

Thrusters Aft thrusters: 2 × 2,300 kW
Bow thrusters: 2 × 1,000 kW

Auxiliaries and winch
loads

400 kW

Generators 4 × 1,500 kW

Fig. 4 Single line diagram for the vessel

Fig. 5 Bus frequency (higher) and electrical power load on generating system
(lower) for proposed PRC and standard LSC, with two fast power controllable

consumers

Fig. 6 Thruster power output with proposed PRC (higher) and with LSC (lower),
with 2 fast power controllable consumers
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higher than after t � 50 seconds when both thrusters share
the power load.

Figures 9 and 10 present the results of simulation for the
same system, but in this case the aft thruster is not con-
trolled by PRC. Somewhat higher fluctuations in frequency
and electrical load can be noted in Fig. 9, compared with the
system presented in Fig. 5. When using PRC the success in
the reduction of network load fluctuations depends on the
power used for redistribution, that is, number of controllable
consumers and their nominal load. Figures 9 and 10 show
that the frequency fluctuations are still high in t � 30 sec-
onds, due to low load, that is, low nominal speed of the bow
thruster.

When the nominal speed on a bow thruster is increased,
the load also increases and, after t � 50 seconds, the fre-
quency fluctuations are reduced, see Figs. 9 and 10. PRC is
using a bow thruster to redistribute the excess of energy in
the system generated by an aft thruster subject to large
thrust losses. The success in reduction of fluctuations is lim-
ited since the bow thruster has low power output compared
with the aft thruster.

8. Discussions and limitations

8.1. Thrust redistribution

The references on thrusters are affected in the way that the
average thrust remains mainly unchanged; that is, the
thrust above and below the average are almost equal, as
shown in Figs. 8 and 10. When the controller compensates for
the propeller thrust losses, the power redistribution has an
oscillating behavior with periods equal to the periods of pro-
peller disturbances. Thrusters with variable frequency drives
can change the power typically in less than 0.1 seconds. The
vessel responses in DP and maneuvering are relatively slow,
compared with frequency responses. Thus, the vessel acts as
a low pass filter to most of the thrust fluctuations produced

Fig. 7 Thruster shaft speed (in per unit) with proposed PRC (higher) and with
conventional LSC (lower), with two fast power controllable consumers

Fig. 8 Real thrust (in per unit) with proposed PRC (higher) and with conventional
LSC (lower), with two fast power controllable consumers

Fig. 9 Bus frequency (higher) and electrical power load on generating system
(lower) using PRC on bow thruster without PRC interference to the LSC of aft

thruster

Fig. 10 Thruster power, shaft speed (pu) and thrust (pu) using PRC control on
bow thruster without PRC interference to the LSC controller of aft thruster
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by PRC, and DP station keeping performance is not signifi-
cantly influenced.

8.2. Engine utilization and thrust capacity

Decreasing power fluctuations provides an increase in the
engine utilization. This gives the potential to increase the
thrust capacity with the same power-generating capacity (in-
stalled power). Operating on the smooth lower loading lowers
fuel consumption and gas emissions from the engines.

8.3. Voltage fluctuations

Voltage fluctuations are reduced in a proportion of fre-
quency fluctuations since both are influenced by the thruster
loadings and losses. This reduces the possibility of motor
overheating when the grid voltage becomes low and therefore
extends the operating life of the equipment supplied from the
network.

8.4. Minimum load limitations

Thrusters used for the compensation of disturbances gen-
erated by other consumers will provide limited success in the
frequency regulation if operated on the low load. When a FPP
thruster is operated on low load, that is, low speed, the
change in the speed must be very high to obtain sufficient
power change; see Fig. 11 for a typical propeller load curve.
When the propeller speed is lower than about 60% rated
speed, the power change will be very low due to small value
of the slope dP/d�. This is the reason why the load compen-
sation was inefficient in Figs. 9 and 10 for t � 30 seconds
until t � 50 seconds. However, if thrusters that produce
the load fluctuations are at variable speed, that is, FPP, each
will provide a self-compensation for the loads and thus sig-
nificantly improve the network stability, as shown in Figs. 5
and 6.

The load on the individual thrusters can be increased using
increased zero thrust. This requires the coordination with
the thrust allocation algorithm, see Fossen (2002). However,
the load compensation may be inherently provided in most of
the cases. The network load fluctuations depend on the vessel
operations and the sea states. When the sea state increases,
the required thrust will also increase due to increases in the
forces of external disturbances, that is, second-order waves,
wind, and current. Then the thrusters will be highly loaded
and increase in zero thrust may be not necessary. To ensure

this, the optimal zero thrust with PRC can be a subject of
further research.

8.5. Maximum load limitations

Another limitation that should be mentioned is the re-
duced ability to compensate for the network load fluctuations
when the thruster operates close to the maximum load. Since
the thruster load cannot be increased above the maximum
load limit, the load compensation with PRC is reduced. How-
ever, according to Fig. 11, since the thruster load Pmp is very
sensitive to the speed change �p, the thruster speed reference
can be slightly reduced �0p to provide a nonconstraint region
for the thruster load compensation. The reduction in the
nominal thrust will be very small in this case.

9. Conclusions

It has been shown that the frequency-dependent load re-
distribution controller (PRC) provides several useful proper-
ties for the increase of network stability and reductions in
frequency fluctuations. The proposed controller is using the
feedback from the power system to increase the network sta-
bility. The PRC is based on two different strategies, using
either the network frequency deviations or the generating
system torque deviations. The second strategy is analyzed in
the paper where the generating system torque deviations are
used to increase the network stability. The background for
this control idea can be found in the referenced literature.
Unlike most of the other controllers that control the power
generation, the proposed controller redistributes the power
load to fast-acting consumers, that is, thrusters and achieves
very effective reductions in the network load fluctuations.
Since the thrusters are already subjected to thrust losses, the
effect of the load redistribution to thrust accuracy is low. This
was demonstrated through the case studies, and good results
were obtained. Moreover, the fast changes in thrust have
small influence on vessel responses due to the large inertia of
the vessel. The simulations also showed that the mechanical
torque observer is robust to parameter data inaccuracies and
suitable for the control. The controller is easy to tune and is
robust to the variations in the operating conditions. It is con-
cluded that the proposed controller can be successfully ap-
plied in marine vessels.
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